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year of production ZXR, in the model year, its top speed was restricted by a motorcycle
manufacturer gentlemen's agreement that was started in late Its handling and braking matched
the power of the engine resulting in a motorcycle that was docile at low speeds and very easy to
handle in heavy traffic, [ opinion ] but had strong acceleration. While most sport bikes use an
aluminum perimeter frame, the ZXR uses a unique monocoque aluminum frame. Described by
Cycle World in as a "monocoque backbone Its intention was also to make the bike narrower,
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model was updated with changes. It had 1. The front fender had cosmetic changes, and panels
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was revised. This intake is integrated into a wider and shorter front cowling from Kawasaki
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Touring capabilities for the Kawasaki ZR-7 S: You can also compare bikes. Make Kawasaki.
Model Vulcan. Motorcycle runs. From all I am able to hear and see, runs good. Lights work as
they should. New Pirelli tire on front rim. Custom front fender, and back fender. Has Kawasaki
Vulcan Nomad cc exhaust assembly. Clutch does not let me engage into gear. Brakes appear in

good condition. All electrics seem to operate in good working order. No title available. Please
ask questions regarding this motorcycle. Thank you. Custom professional paint in tribute to
George Barris' Batmobile. Tank bats are decals and easily removed if that isn't your thing. This
sale includes: Original Oxblood and Ivory tank, fenders and side panels in excellent condition.
Original tank badges. Two complete exhausts: Factory stock and factory modded goat belly and
baffle removed. Reed valve covers--uninstalled. Two Roadhouse baffles-Standard and Quiet;
rare Roadhouse heat shielding pipe. Two Kawasaki exhaust tips--Stock and Slash cut. Not one,
not two but FIVE seats: Rare tan two up, black two up, uncovered two up ready for a custom
cover, solo black and solo uncovered ready for custom. Two seat rails including rare chrome.
Luggage rack, windshield, crash bar, 3 mirror sets stock, vintage style and Arlen Ness. Factory
manual. Rare Press Debut Jacket. Brand new rear tire. Front tire and battery 1 year old. Runs
perfect, no issues, just cracked 20, mi. Buyer responsible for pickup or shipping. I'd recommend
U-Ship. Offered for sale is a low mileage Kawasaki Drifter in good condition. Starts, runs, rides,
and sounds great! The bad-scrape on top pipe. Scrape on brake master cylinder. The good. I
have a complete set of real nice stock pipes that go with it but the ones on it sound so
good-they are my "rider pipes. Almost new tires-front and back. Nice windshield-no fading. Fuel
injected. A real nice bike that is getting more difficult to find all the time. Especially with the low
miles of 16, Clean clear title on all of our bikes. Come see her at E. Clarendon Dr. Dallas, Texas
Call me at or on my cell at We accept all major cr cards. If you have a job and a bank account,
financing is available on the year models and newer. Bad credit and no credit okay! Beautiful
bike for sale Kawasaki Drifter cc 31, miles. Always garaged. Too many things to list. Selling
because I am not riding it anymore. If interested call or text Suzet I also have the original muffler
go with it.. Indian lookalike Kawasaki Drifter, low miles, has custom seat and kicker set up, in
excellent condition. This bike has all new tires , brakes , fluids and more Only reason I am
selling is to get a Harley It is a balanced and fast machine. Single owner; garage kept; Excellent
condition; Runs great; Fun ride. Model Vulcan Drifter. What good is a beautiful body without the
soul to move it? The Kawasaki Vulcan Drifter motorcycle makes a statement about style and
cruiser performance. The Drifter still keeps one wide wheel firmly planted in the past with its
nostalgic s appearance, while modern features like digital fuel injection, dual 36mm throttle
bodies and a catalytic converter on California models keep it firmly rolling toward the future.
Model VN Drifter. Don't see these very often so grab it while you can, shotgun duals, super
clean! Vance Hines straight pipes, perfect paint, never damaged or sratched, garaged stored
every season. New tires. Serviced beginning of every season. Light bar kit, safety riding bars up
front, custom saddle bags, ready to go. Great package that's perfect for some fun cruiser rides.
A V-Twin engine sculpted into a cc work of art. Poised to deliver plenty of muscle and all the
low-end torque that goes with it. The Drifter comes fuel-injected for optimum performance,
producing smooth acceleration right off the bottom and a sweet rumble in the pipes. The Vulcan
Drifter makes an ideal cruising companion. A beautiful body, with plenty of soul to back it up.
To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in the details section below.
Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide warranty of up to days.
And yes, we also take trades! RARE Bike. Low miles. Its a daily driver so don't expect it to b
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e perfect as for little rock nics etc. But paint good and shiny, Runs like its new only just under
miles, New front and rear tires, with spare new front, newer leather xxl saddle bags with trim,
double seat with fringe, fringe on bars etc. No low balls, no trades, no scams and no Paypal..
Cash only, not interested in going much lower Phones are garbage where I live but leave a
message or better yet a text or email, I will get back to you in order of interests. Day Heights,
OH. Grants Pass, OR. Winter Springs, FL. Waterford, MI. Lyles, TN. Laguna Niguel, CA.
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